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Legal Notice

Nothing in this presentation is intended to be legal 

or business advice. You are urged to refer to the 

original Settlement documents available from the 

Settlement homepage: 

www.googlebooksettlement.com and to 

consult legal counsel.



Special Notice

IPA can only take a position where there
is a consensus by its members.

Where these is no consensus,

like with the Google settlement, 

IPA provides factual information to help its
members and their publishers make

their own decisions. 



Can’t I ignore the settlement?

• « USA is far away »

• « No real effect on Colombian publishers »

• « I am a small publisher »

• « It is all too complicated »

• « The more I read, the less I understand »

• « I don’t see the arguments and I don’t see
the consequences »

• « I have other, bigger problems »

• …etc.etc.etc.















Yes

you must make a decision

on the Google settlement itself

Because you are a party in the 

settlement



Reasons to care

The Google settlement is a messenger for 
some uncomfortable truths:

• You must deal with digitsation of your works

• You must address the issues of orphan works

• You must clarify historic book rights

• You must prevent that your works become
« orphans »

• You must learn to understand and manage 
complicated digital rights deals



In 2009

• Google has digitised ca 7 m books 

•Settlement has been notified to you

•4 Sept: Deadline to opt out

Deadline to raise objections

•7 Oct: Fairness hearing

•End ‘09: Court decision



New Deadlines

Until 4th September 2009 (previously 5th May): 
(i)  Rights holders can opt out of the settlement 

(ii) Rights holders can raise objections to the 
settlement.

7th October 2009: Fairness hearing. 

End 2009 : Judge decides whether to approve 
the settlement or not.

5th January 2010: Deadline to file claim 
payments (compensation of 60 $) for each 
book digitised before the 5th May 2009.

5th April 2011: Deadline to remove a digital 
copy of the book from the database.







In Summary

Under the settlement, Google is authorized, on a non-exclusive basis, to:

� Digitize (almost) all books published on or before January 5, 2009

� Sell subscriptions to an electronic books database to institutions

� Sell online access to individual books

� Sell advertising on web-pages with content from books; and

� Make other specified uses

� In the territory of the United States

Google will pay rightsholders 63% of the revenues earned from these commercial 

uses.



Definitions and Other Useful Things to Know



More definitions and other useful things to know



What’s a class action settlement?



Works covered by the Settlement

• “Books” and “Inserts”

• Not periodicals

• Published on or before 5 January 2009



Authorisations given by Rightsholders 
through the Settlement

• Digitisation – retroactively & in the future

• Not-for-cash uses (“Non-Display Uses”)

• Library Uses

• Cash uses (“Display Uses”)

• US only



What Next?



What Next?



Books Covered

by Settlement

Books not 

Covered

by Settlement

Books Digitized by 

Google (7M)

* The size of the circle is not representative of the number of works

Books Covered by Settlement * 



Books 

published 

after 5th Jan 

09

Periodicals

Pictorial works in 

books, unless same 

copyright owner as 

book or illustrations 

in children books

Sheet 

music

Personal 

papers

* The size of the circle is not representative of the number of works

*

Not Covered by Settlement



Uses Covered by Settlement



More Uses Covered by Settlement



Where is the Money Coming From?



Out-of Print / In- Print Comparison
Out-of-Print In-Print

Display 
Uses

Opt-out of some or all (insert must opt-out of all) 

display uses, changes possible at anytime

Opt-in of some or all (inserts must opt-out to all 

or none, if book included), changes possible at 

anytime

Non-
Display 
Uses

No possibility of exclusion, unless remove book No possibility of exclusion, unless remove 

book

Direction If reverted to author or “author-controlled”: author

If work for hire: publisher

For all other books: either author, or the publisher for 

good cause articulated

Both publisher and author (unless work for 

hire) must direct, process initiated by publisher

Most restrictive direction rules

Pricing If reverted to author or “author-controlled: author

If work for hire: publisher

For all other books: either author or publisher (the 

higher price governs)

Set by publisher (possible to set different 

economic terms through Partner Program)

If author disagrees with price set by publisher, 

author may exclude book from consumer use

Payment 100% to author, if rights reverted or author 

controlled
100% to publisher if no reversion

If shared rights: 65/35 in favor of author for 

publication prior to 1987

50/50 for publications during or after 1987

Payment to publisher with flow through to 

author according to author-publisher contract



The Engine that will Make it Happen: The Registry



The Book Registry



Are you in or out?

Out of Settlement •Must opt-out of settlement by September 4th, 
2009



In Summary

Under the settlement, Google is authorized, on a non-exclusive basis, to:

� Digitize (almost) all books published on or before January 5, 2009

� Sell subscriptions to an electronic books database to institutions

� Sell online access to individual books

� Sell advertising on web-pages with content from books; and

� Make other specified uses

� In the territory of the United States

Google will pay rightsholders 63% of the revenues earned from these commercial uses.



Your options

� i) Opt out of the settlement. Their books will continue to be 
digitised and Google may continue to make unauthorised
uses of them. Rights holders will be able to sue Google in 
the US.

� ii) Do nothing and ignore the deadlines. Books will 
continue to be digitised but the righstholder will not 
receive compensation for works digitised. Display uses will 
be made of out of print works.

� iii) Stay in the settlement and claim your woks. If the books 
have been digitised before the 5th May 2009, rights 
holders are entitled to 60 $.   When claiming, you can:
� remove the books. 
� Prevent or allow all or some display uses. 



The Global Debate

• Will it create a new monopoly or are we
strengthening a competitor to Amazon?

• Will it give libraries too many rights or 
will it control their uses sensibly?

• Operational issues

– Commercial availability

– Data management for publishers

• Book Rights Registry
representativeness



The Global Debate

• Positions of all publishers rightholders
are closer than they appear

• AAP and the publishers are defenders 
of strong copyright

• Compromise is harder to sell than
radical opposition

• Greater risks if the settlement fails?
– Court battle with uncertain outcome

– Legislation with an uncertain outcome



Special Notice

IPA provides factual information to help its
members and their publishers make

their own decisions. 

It can only take a position where there is a 
conensus by its members.

IPA therefore does not take any particular
position to the Google settlement.



Looking Beyond the 

Settlement

• Will the BRR play a global role in 
determining orphan works?

– All Colombian publisher sshould check for 

their works from time-to-time



The First Sign of a New Era

Book digitisation will happen in Colombia
and Latin America

• Will you allow Google to do this?

• Is the settlement a good precendent in 
Colombia?

• What are the alternative models?





Managing Digital Rights

• Not just for Google but for your future 
business

• You need to know what rights you own

• Proof of ownership, or reasonable claim

• Recording your rights accurately and 
accessibly

• Make descisions on works that you do 
not own

• Start think of your rights policy



« This is too complicated »

• Ask an agent to manage your rights

• Consultation in your publishers
association

• A role for collecting societies?

– Collecting money rather than selling

– What splits would apply?

– How can you legally empower your RRO?



Relevant websites

www.googlebooksettlement.com

www.publishers.org

www.authorsguild.org

www.internationalpublishers.org



Not-for-cash Uses (“Non-Display Uses”)

• Any use not involving content display to 
the public 

• Deemed authorised for all works – no
possibility to exclude

• No revenues for rightsholders



Library Uses

• Make preservation and replacement 
copies

• Grant access to print disabled users

• Display snippets

• Print 5 pages (out of print only)

• Deemed authorised for all works – no 
possibility to exclude

• No revenue for rightsholders



For Cash Uses (“Display Uses”)

• Use for different revenue-generating 
business models

• E.g. institutional subscriptions, 
consumer purchases, public access 
point licenses

• Deemed authorised for out of print
works only – unless expressly excluded 

• In print works can be used upon 
express rightsholder authorisation only



Practical Consequences of 
Participation in Settlement

• Many – including:

• Eligibility for cash compensation –
possibly to be shared with authors

• Revenue stream – possibly to be 
shared with authors

• Need to manage lists



Management of Works

• Display Uses only

• Manage extent of uses permitted for 
individual works 

• Not possible for Non-Display and 
Library Uses

• Only alternative: complete removal of 
individual or all works



What to do now

• Before 5 May 2009, decide whether to “opt 

out”

• If you stay in, decide whether to raise formal 

objections

• Decide if, and how, to manage your list

• Closely monitor the in print/out of print status 

of works in your lists

• Manage author communication



Thank You.

Antje Sorensen

sorensen@internationalpublishers.org


